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In this paper we consider the first order difference equation
‘ ‘
i iD x s a f x q b g x q y .  . n n nq i n nq i n
is0 is0
and the second order difference equation
D q D x q r f x q s g x q z s 0, .  . .n n n n n n n
where f is a Lipschitz mapping and g is a compact operator, both defined on a
Banach space X. We give sufficient conditions so that there exist solutions which
are asymptotically constant. These results generalize those given by A. Drozdowicz
 .and J. Popenda 1987, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 99, 135]140 , J. Popenda and E.
Schmeidel 1994, Publ. Mat. 38, 3]9; 1997, Indian J. Pure Appl. Math. 28,
. 319]327 , and E. Schmeidel 1997, Demonstratio Math. 30, 193]197; 1997; Comm.
.Appl. Nonlinear Anal. 4, 87]92 . Q 2000 Academic Press
Key Words: Krasnoselskii fixed point theorem, Banach space, difference equa-
tion, asymptotic behavior.
1. INTRODUCTION
The asymptotic behavior of solutions of the second order difference
equation on the real line
D2 x q p f x s 0, .n n n
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with p G 0 and f continuous on R, was studied by Drozdowicz andn
w xPopenda 3 . In this paper we will extend their result by considering, in a
Banach space X, the second order difference equation
D q D x q r f x q s g x q z s 0, 1 .  .  .  .n n n n n n n
where f is a Lipschitz mapping and g is a compact operator, both defined
on X.
w xAs in 3 , our results depend upon the study of the asymptotic behavior
of solutions of the first order difference equation
‘ ‘
i iD x s a f x q b g x q y , 2 .  .  . n n nqi n nqi n
is0 is0
 .with f Lipschitz and g compact. Observe that Eq. 2 includes non-linear
 .  .linear as well as non-homogeneous homogeneous difference equations
}for an excellent account on the theory of asymptotic behavior of
w xsolutions of difference equations we refer the interested reader to 1, 2 .
The result presented in our Theorem 2.1 generalizes results appearing in
w x  .4, 6]9 , where treatments of particular cases of Eq. 2 were given.
In these previous papers, the main tool, in order to find solutions of a
given difference equation with a prescribed asymptotic behavior, was to
use the Schauder fixed point theorem. Sometimes proofs could be simpli-
fied using the Banach fixed point theorem. In the present paper we will
w x  wmake use of the Krasnoselskii fixed point theorem 5 see also 10, p.
x.501 , whose statement we recall here.
w xTHEOREM 1.A 5 . Let C be a nonempty, bounded, closed, and con¤ex set
in a Banach space X. Let F: C “ X be a contraction mapping, and let
 . .G: C “ X be a compact operator. If F q G C : C, then F q G has a
fixed point in C.
Throughout this paper, N denotes the set of non-negative integers, C
and R are the fields of complex and real numbers, respectively. The space
 .  . 5 .5l C consists of all complex-valued sequences c such that c [11 n n
‘ < <  5 5 .  . c - ‘. By X, ? we will mean a complex real Banach space,Xns0 n
 .  .and by l X the space of all bounded sequences x s x in X endowed‘ n
5 5 5 .5 5 5  .with the norm x s x s sup x . With this norm l X is a‘ ‘ Xn n n ‘
Banach space.
Recall that a mapping f : C : X “ X is Lipschitz if
5 5f x y f y .  . X
Lip f [ sup - ‘; .
5 5x y y Xx , ygX
x/y
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 .it is a contraction if Lip f - 1 and is compact if it is continuous and maps
bounded sets to relatively compact sets.
 .  .A sequence x s x g l X is said to be asymptotically constant ifn ‘
5 5there exists x g X such that x y x “ 0 as n “ ‘, in which case it isXn
 .said that x s x is asymptotically equal to x g X.n
2. THE RESULTS
Consider the difference equation
‘ ‘
i iD x s a f x q b g x q y , 3 .  .  . n n nqi n nqi n
is0 is0
where D x s x y x denotes the forward difference operator, y 's aren nq1 n n
elements of X, the coefficients ai , bi are complex numbers, and f , g aren n
 .functions defined on X. By a solution of 3 we understand a sequence
 .  .x s x in X satisfying 3 .n
 i 4To each set of complex numbers c we associate a new setn n, ig N
 j 4c , given byÃn n, jg N
j
j jyk j jy1 0c s c s c q c q ??? qc , n , j g N.Ã n nqk n nq1 nqj
ks0
Notice that we may regard c as being the sequence of complex numbersÃn
 j .c .Ãn j
We look for sufficient conditions on ai , bi , y and on the functions fn n n
 .and g so that 3 has solutions asymptotically constant. The following
result gives an answer to this question.
THEOREM 2.1. Let f : X “ X be a Lipschitz mapping, and let g : X “ X
 i 4  i 4be a compact operator. Let a , b be two sets of coefficients of complexn n
 .numbers, and let y s y be a sequence in X. Suppose the following:n
 . 0 02.1.i For each n g N, id q a f q b g is surjecti¤e.n n
i Ãi .  4  42.1.ii The associated sets a , b satisfy that, for each n g N,Ãn n
Ã Ã . 5 5 5 5a , b g l C , and a “ 0, b “ 0 as n “ ‘.Ã Ã 1 1n n 1 n n
 . ‘2.1.iii  y is con¤ergent in X.js0 j
 .  .  .Then for each x g X there is a solution x s x g l X of 3 asymptoti-n ‘
cally equal to x.
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 . Proof. Let x g X be fixed. Since g is compact, then B x, 1 [ z gX
5 5 4X : z y x F 1 is mapped to a relatively compact set, and, in particular,X
to a bounded set. Hence, there exists M ) 0 such thatg
5 5g z F M , z g B x , 1 . .  .x g X
 . 5  .5Also, taking M to be equal to Lip f q f x , we observe thatXf
5 5 5 5 5 5f z F f z y f x q f x F M , z g B x , 1 . .  .  .  .  .X X X f X
Ã ‘5 5 5 5Now, since a “ 0, b “ 0, and  y is convergent, then thereÃ 1 1n n js0 j
exists n g N such that for all n G n ,0 0
‘
Ã5 5 5 52 M a q M b q y - 1. 4 .Ã 1 1f n g n j
jsn X
 .  .Put K to be the closed unit ball in l X centered at x, x, . . . , i.e.,‘
5 5K s z s z g l X : sup z y x F 1 . .  . X 5n ‘ n
n
 .Observe that K is nonempty, bounded, closed, and convex in l X .‘
 .  .Next, define the operator T: K “ l X as follows. For each z s z g‘ n
 . .K, we let Tz s Tz be given byn
x if n F n¡ 0
‘ ‘ ‘~Tz s . j jn Ãx y a f z y b g z y y if n ) n . .  .Ã  n nqj n nqj j 0¢
js0 js0 jsn
Ã  .  .From the facts that a , b g l C , f , g are bounded in B x, 1 , andÃn n 1 X
‘ y is convergent in X, we conclude that T is a well defined operator.js0 j
Our purpose is to prove that T has a fixed point z0 g K. Once this is
shown, it is easy to finish the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let us see how.
0  0.A fixed point z s z g K of the operator T is asymptotically equal ton
x, because for n ) n ,0
5 0 5 5 0 5x y z s x y Tz .X Xnn
‘ ‘ ‘
j 0 j 0Ãs a f z q b g z q yÃ  .  .  n nqj n nqj j
js0 js0 jsn X
‘ 6Ã5 5 5 5F M a q M b q y 0.Ã 1 1f n g n j n“‘
jsn X
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Next the facts that a0 s a0 , n g N, a j s a j q a jy1 , n, j g N, j G 1,Ã Ã Ãn n n n nq1
Ã j 0 0 4  .and analogously for the coefficients b , imply that z s z satisfies then n
 .difference equation 3 for n ) n , i.e.,0
‘
0 0 0 0 0 j 0D z s z y z s Tz y Tz s a f z .  .  .nq1 nn nq1 n n nqj
js0
‘
j 0q b g z q y . . n nqj n
js0
With this and the fact that id q a0 f q b0 g is surjective for all n, an n
 .solution of the difference equation 3 asymptotically equal to x can be
given: Start setting x s z 0 if n ) n , and then use a backwards recursiven n 0
process to define x for n F n ; i.e., x is defined to be any element of Xn 0 n0
satisfying
‘
0 0 iid q a f q b g x s x y a f x .  . .n n n n q1 n n qi0 0 0 0 0 0
is1
‘
iy b g x y y . . n n qi n0 0 o
is1
Then x is chosen to satisfy a similar equation where in place of n ,n y1 00
 .n y 1 appears; and so on up to x . Thus, x s x defined in this way is a0 0 n
 .  .solution of 3 in l X asymptotically equal to x.‘
We now proceed to show that T has a fixed point in K. In order to
achieve this we will use the Krasnoselskii fixed point theorem. Observe
 .that in our case T can be decomposed as T s F q G, where, for z s zn
g K, Fz and Gz are defined component-wise as
x if n F n¡ 0
‘ ‘~Fz s . jn x y a f z y y if n ) n , .Ã n nqj j 0¢
js0 jsn
0 if n F n¡ 0
‘~Gz s . jn Ãy b g z if n ) n . . n nqj 0¢
js0
We will then show
 .  .I T K : K.
 .II F is a contraction mapping.
 .III G is a compact operator.
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 .  .  .To prove I , we notice that if n F n , then Tz s x g B x, 1 for all0 n X
 .z g K. On the other hand, if n ) n and z g K, then, by 4 ,0
‘ ‘ ‘
j jÃ5 5Tz y x s y a f z y b g z y y .  .  .Ã  Xn n nqj n nqj j
js0 js0 jsn X
‘
Ã5 5 5 5F M a q M b q y - 1.Ã 1 1f n g n j
jsn X
 . w x  .The proof of II is similar to the one given in 4 . Take z s z g K,n
 X . 5 .  . 5z9 s z g K. If n F n , then Fz y Fz9 s 0, and if n ) n , bear-Xn 0 n n 0
 .  .5 5ing in mind that 4 implies Lip f a - 1r2, thenÃ 1n
‘
Xj5 5 < < 5 5Fz y Fz9 F a f z y f z .  .  .  .ÃX Xn n n nqj nqj
js0
‘
Xj< < 5 5F a Lip f z y z .Ã Xn nqj nqj
js0
5 5 5 X 5F Lip f a sup z y z . Ã 1 Xn n n
n
1
5 5F z y z9 .‘2
 .We now pass to the proof of III ; i.e., G is compact on K. To see this,
we just need prove that G is continuous on K and that G K is compact. .
0  0.We start by showing that G is continuous on K. Let z s z g K ben
 .fixed and let « ) 0 be given. First we notice that for any z s z g K,n
5 0 5Gz y Gz s 0 - « , for all n F n . .  . Xn n 0
6Ã Ã5 5 5 5Now, since b 0, there exists n g N, such that 2 M b - « for1 1n 1 g nn“‘
 .all n ) n . Hence, for all z s z g K and all n ) n ,1 n 1
‘
0 j 0Ã Ã5 5 < < 5 5 5 5Gz y Gz F b g z y g z F 2 M b - « . .  .  .  .X X 1n n n nqj nqj g n
js0
Next, if n F n we are done. Otherwise, if n ) n we observe that, from1 0 1 0
Ã . 5 54 , b - 1rM , n q 1 F n F n , so there exists j g N such that1n g 0 1 0
‘ «
jÃ< <b - , n q 1 F n F n . n 0 14Mgjsj q10
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Now, since g is continuous at z 0, n q 1 F k F n q j , there exists d ) 0k 0 1 0
such that
«
05 5g z y g z - M , .  . Xk k g2
 4  . 5whenever z : B x, 1 satisfies max z yk n q1F k F n qj X n q1F k F n qj k0 1 0 0 1 00 5z - d .Xk
5 0 5Therefore if z g K is such that z y z - d then, for n q 1 F n F n ,‘ 0 1
we have
‘
0 j 0Ã5 5 < < 5 5Gz y Gz F b g z y g z .  .  .  .X Xn n n nqj nqj
js0
j ‘0 «
j jÃ Ã< < < <F b M q b 2 M n g n g2js0 jsj q10
« «Ã5 5F M b q 2 M1g n g2 4Mg
- « .
This proves that G is continuous at z0 g K.
Finally, we prove that G K is compact. To do this, it suffices to show .
 .that any sequence in G K contains a convergent subsequence. At this
point of the proof, and for the sake of clarity, we shall write sequences
 m4inside curly braces. Thus, let z be a sequence in K. Let us show thatmg N
 m4Gz has a convergent subsequence by means of a diagonalizationmg N
process.
 m.   ..Since g is a compact operator, and g z g g B x, 1 for all m g N,0 X
  m.4then the sequence g z contains a convergent subsequence. So let0 mg N
 0, m4  m4   0, m.4z be a subsequence of z such that g z is conver-mg N mg N 0 mg N
gent.
  0, m.4Again, g z contains a convergent subsequence. So let1 mg N
 1, m4  0, m4   1, m.4z be a subsequence of z such that g z ismg N mg N 1 mg N
 1, m4  m4convergent. Observe that z is a subsequence of z and thatmg N mg N
  1, m.4   1, m.4g z , g z are convergent.0 mg N 1 mg N
Continuing in this fashion we find, for each k g N, a subsequence
 kq1,m4  k , m4   kq1, m.4z of z such that g z is convergent. Ob-mg N mg N kq1 mg N
  kq1, m.4   kq1, m.4serve that also the sequences g z , . . . , g z are0 mg N k mg N
convergent.
 m , m4Consider now the sequence z . Observe that it is a subsequence of
 m4   m , m.4z , and also that g z is convergent for all k g N. Let us showk mg N
 m , m4that Gz is a Cauchy sequence and we will be done.
Let « ) 0 be given. As previously, if n F n then0
5 p , p q , q 5Gz y Gz s 0, for all p , q g N; .  . Xn n
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6Ã5 5and since b 0, there is n g N, which we may assume n ) n ,1n 1 1 0n“‘
Ã5 5such that 2 M b - « for all n ) n . So for all p, q g N and all n ) n ,1g n 1 1
‘
p , p q , q j p , p q , qÃ Ã5 5 < < 5 5 5 5Gz y Gz F b g z y g z F 2 M b - « . .  .  .  .X X 1n n n nqj nqj g n
js0
Ã . 5 5Now since 4 implies b - 1rM , n q 1 F n F n , then there exists1n g 0 1
‘ Ã j< <  .j g N such that  b - «r 4M , for all n q 1 F n F n . And0 jsj q1 n g 0 10
  m , m.4since g z is convergent for all k g N with n q 1 F k F n q j ,k mg N 0 1 0
there exists m g N such that if p, q g N with p, q G m ,0 0
«
p , p q , q5 5g z y g z - M , n q 1 F k F n q j . .  . Xk k g 0 1 02
Therefore if p, q g N with p, q G m , then for n q 1 F n F n , we have0 0 1
‘
p , p q , q j p , p q , qÃ5 5 < < 5 5Gz y Gz F b g z y g z .  .  .  .X Xn n n nqj nqj
js0
j ‘0 «
j jÃ Ã< < < <F b M q b 2 M n g n g2js0 jsj q10
« «Ã5 5F M b q 2 M1g n g2 4Mg
- « .
 m , m4This proves that Gz is a Cauchy sequence, and with this, the proof of
Theorem 2.1 is complete.
Now we will apply the previous result to the study of the asymptotic
behavior of the solutions of the second order difference equation
D q D x q r f x q s g x q z s 0, 5 .  .  .  .n n n n n n n
 .  .  .  .where q , r , s are sequences of complex numbers; z is a sequencen n n n
in X, and f , g are functions from X to X.
COROLLARY 2.1. Let f : X “ X be a Lipschitz mapping, and let g : X “ X
 .  .  .be a compact operator. Let q , r , s be sequences of complex numbersn n n
 .and let z be a sequence in X. Suppose the following:n
 .2.1.i q ) 0 for all n g N.n
1 1‘ j ‘ j . < < < <2.1.ii  r  - ‘,  s  - ‘.js0 j ks0 js0 j ks0q qk k
1‘ j . 5 52.1.iii  z  - ‘.Xjs0 j ks0 qk
r sn n .2.1.iv id q f q g is surjecti¤e for all n g N.
q qn n
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 .  .  .Then for each x g X there is a solution x s x g l X of 5 asymptoti-n ‘
cally equal to x.
Proof. Let x g X be fixed. Consider the difference equation
‘ ‘
i iD x s a f x q b g x q y , 6 .  .  . n n nqi n nqi n
is0 is0
where ai s r rq , bi s s rq , and y s ‘ z rq .n nqi n n nqi n n isn i n
j Ã j 4  4The associated sets of coefficients a , b are thenÃn n
j nqj j nqj1 1
j jyk j jykÃa s a s r , b s b s s .Ã    n nqk nqj n nqk nqjq qk kks0 ksn ks0 ksn
Since q ) 0 for all n g N, thenn
nqj nqj1 1
j nqj j nqjÃ Ã< < < < < < < < < < < <a F r s a , b F s s b ,Ã Ã n nqj 0 n nqj 0q qk kks0 ks0
Ã Ã .  .  .and by 2.1.ii , a , b g l C . So a , b g l C for all n g N, andÃ Ã0 0 1 n n 16 6Ã5 5 5 5a 0 and b 0.Ã 1 1n nn“‘ n“‘
 . ‘Also, by 2.1.iii ,  y converges in X, forns0 n
j‘ ‘ ‘ ‘5 5z 1Xi
5 5 5 5y F s z - ‘.    X Xn jq qn kns0 ns0 isn js0 ks0
All this implies that we are under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1.
 .  .  .Hence, given x g X, there exists x s x g l X , a solution of 6n ‘
 .asymptotically equal to x. From here, it is easy to verify that x s x alson
 .satisfies equation 5 .
Remark 2.1. Notice that if, in Theorem 2.1, a0 s 0, b0 s 0 for alln n
 .n g N, then condition 2.1.i is unnecessary.
 .Remark 2.2. Taking g ’ 0 in Eq. 3 , we recover essentially the equa-
w x  i 4tion studied in 4 . Since the hypotheses on the coefficients a are then
w xsame, our results thus generalize those in 4 , and consequently, as ob-
w x w xserved there, results by Popenda and Schmeidel 6 and Schmeidel 8 are
also generalized, as well as the result for the linear non-homogeneous
w xdifference equation given by Popenda and Schmeidel in 7 .
Remark 2.3. Observe that all continuous functions on R are examples
 .of compact operators on R. Therefore, when in Eq. 5 we make X s R,
q ’ 1, f ’ 0, and z ’ 0, then Corollary 2.1 was proved by Drozdowiczn n
w xand Popenda in 3 . On the other hand, the difference equation in R,
D x s c x 2 , 7 .n n nq1
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w x  .  . 2studied by Schmeidel in 9 , is Eq. 3 with X s R, f ’ 0, y ’ 0, g x s x ,n
x g R, and bi s 0 if i / 1, b1 s c . The condition imposed in the mainn n n
w x  .result of 9 , in order to obtain solutions of 7 asymptotically constant, is
‘ Ã j 1< < b - ‘. But since b s b s c , our Theorem 2.1 alsons0 n n nqjy1 nqjy1
covers this result.
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